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ULCC’s range of VMware services can help you
improve your IT performance and reduce costs,
through the optimised utilisation of your hardware
resources and the ability to run a selection of 
virtual machines on one ‘real’ machine.
Virtualisation – How does it work?
The virtual machine is a software based entity,
which ‘behaves and acts’ like a physical machine.
Once utilised, this technology offers a range of 
unique advantages over traditional hardware such 
as increased hardware independence, improved 
business continuity and operational flexibility as 
well as reduced hardware costs.
The ability to run multiple operating systems and
applications at the same time on a single machine
also provides additional environmental benefits,
such as reducing the power and cooling outputs 
of running your IT infrastructure.
ULCC’s service
With over 40 years experience of helping 
clients manage their IT challenges, combined 
with utilising one of the most sophisticated data 
centres in the UK, ULCC is in an ideal position to 
help you achieve the benefits of virtualisation.
We can guide you through the numerous steps 
of implementing virtualisation, from concept to 
delivery, and provide you with a solution that is 
tailored to your unique requirements.
With ULCC’s managed VMware services you can 
sit back and relax while we get the most out of 
your IT infrastructure.
Benefits
• Reduced cost of ownership for server(s) – 
OS and application consolidation presents cost
saving opportunities, such as reduced power 
and cooling costs;
• Higher server utilisation – our managed 
service allows you to consolidate a range of 
operating systems and applications within the 
one resource, therefore saving on hardware 
and associated maintenance costs;
• Significant reduction in server downtime
(planned and unplanned);
• Improved business continuity – recover data
quickly and easily, with limited downtime;
• Ease of scalability and server administration.
www.ulcc.ac.uk For more information about ULCC’s VMware services,please do not hesitate to contact us at enquiries@ulcc.ac.uk
ULCC VMware services
In today's fast moving marketplace, IT departments are increasingly facing 
the costly challenges associated with managing their resources. High capital
investment in hardware and rising costs for maintaining and administrating 
Data Centre facilities add to the increasing pressures on organisations’ finances.
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